Graduate Hooding Ceremony 2022

SATURDAY, MAY 21 | GLAZER ARENA
ATHLETICS AND EVENTS CENTER
Message from the President

DEAR GRADUATES:

Today represents one of the most significant accomplishments in your life: the formal recognition of the completion of your graduate study at Ithaca College. I wish to extend my sincere congratulations to you and recognize what an incredible moment this is for you and for your loved ones. This has been a historic, challenging period to take on a graduate program, and I admire your perseverance, your focus, and your commitment to mastering your field of study under truly unprecedented circumstances.

As you celebrate with your friends, family, and fellow graduates, please know how proud we are to count you as members of our Ithaca Forever community. I wish you much success and happiness in your future work and life, and I encourage you to keep in touch with all of us here on South Hill. May you be well, stay well, and take good care.

Sincerely,

LA JERNE TERRY CORNISH
PRESIDENT, ITHACA COLLEGE

Academic Caps and Gowns

The custom of wearing academic caps and gowns is traced to the 12th century when most people wore long, flowing robes. By the 17th century, certain universities established the tradition of wearing apparel that distinguished different degrees and faculties. In 1895, the Intercollegiate Commission developed a code that regulated the design of gowns and hoods and their colors. You’ll see today our doctoral candidates wearing gowns with three bars of velvet on each sleeve. Our master’s candidates wear gowns with an oblong sleeve. The hoods are the most distinguishing part of the dress. They are lined in silk in the official academic colors of Ithaca College, and the trim color indicates the graduate’s academic discipline.

Today, we will honor our candidates with their hoods, which they will wear at the Commencement ceremony.

BUSINESS: drab gold
EDUCATION: light blue
EXERCISE AND SPORT SCIENCES: sage green
MUSIC: pink
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY: ink
PHYSICAL THERAPY: teal
SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY: silver

DAVE PRUNTy joined Ithaca College in 1987 as a residence coordinator after earning his MA degree in higher education administration from Indiana University of Pennsylvania. He held a variety of leadership roles in the Office of Residential Life before being named conference and event services director. Since 2015, he has served as executive director of auxiliary services, responsible for supervising offices including the Campus Center, Conference and Event Services, ID Operations, the Campus Store, General Services (Print Production, Mail Services, and the Warehouse), and Dining Services.

Prunty has been responsible for multiple campus-wide initiatives, including serving on the leadership teams for Convocation, Commencement, the Ithaca College 125th Anniversary Celebration, and many other large events. Since 2009, he has taught in the Roy H. Park School of Communications as a lecturer in the live event design and management minor. He has represented the college on the boards of a number of local organizations, including the Downtown Ithaca Alliance, Ithaca Tompkins International Airport, and Leadership Tompkins.
Graduate Hooding Ceremony

PROCESSIONAL

*Pomp and Circumstance No. 4*
Edward Elgar, arr. Gary Slechta

OPENING
Melinda Cozzolino, Associate Professor of Occupational Therapy, Graduate Council Chair

WELCOME
La Jerne Terry Cornish, President of Ithaca College

ADDRESS
Dave Prunty, Executive Director of Auxiliary Services and Lecturer in the Roy H. Park School of Communications

INTERLUDE
*Celestial Fanfare*
Frank Gulino

HOODING CEREMONY OFFICIANTS

**DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY**

*School of Health Sciences and Human Performance*
Dean Linda Petrosino
Clinical Professor Laura Gras, Graduate Chair
Hooding Officiant: Clinical Professor Barbara Belyea

**MASTER’S DEGREE**

*School of Health Sciences and Human Performance*
Dean Linda Petrosino
Professor Deborah L. King, Graduate Chair
Exercise Science and Athletic Training
Hooding Officiant: Associate Professor Justine Vosloo
Assistant Professor Amie Germain, Graduate Chair
Occupational Therapy
Hooding Officiant: Assistant Professor Jenna Heffron, Associate Chair
Associate Professor Yvonne Rogalski, Graduate Chair
Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology
Hooding Officiant: Assistant Professor Carly Jo Hosbach-Cannon

*School of Business*
Interim Dean Alka Bramhandkar
Assistant Professor Margaret Shackell, Program Director Accounting
Assistant Professor Johnine McCartney, Program Director Entertainment and Media Management

*School of Humanities and Sciences*
Dean Claire Gleitman
Associate Professor Peter Martin, Graduate Chair
Teaching; Early Childhood Education
Hooding Officiant: Associate Professor Sara Levy

*School of Music*
Interim Dean Ivy Walz
Associate Professor Les Black, Graduate Chair
Composition; Conducting; Music Education; Performance; Suzuki Pedagogy and String Performance
Hooding Officiant: Music Librarian Kristina Shanton

CLOSING REMARKS
La Jerne Terry Cornish, President of Ithaca College

ALMA MATER
*Ithaca Forever*
Philip J. Lang ’33, Music; Alicia Carpenter, Lyrics

Performing by the following graduates of the class of 2022 master of music degree program:
Thomas James Koo, Julianna LoBiondo, Michael Wesley Stern, and Muci Ye

RECESSIONAL
*The Liberty Bell*
John Philip Sousa, arr. Aaron Suttle ’23

Performing by the Ithaca College Trombone Troupe:
Gavin Anderson, Elijah Bartlow, Aidan Bradley, Carolyn FitzGerald, Samir Ghalayini, Rosemary Hoitt, Cyrille Jousse, Lea LaChance, Miranda Lape, Gabriel Thomas Leardi, Justin Lordi, Clare Martin, Richard Michael, Kate Mori, Malayla Press, Ryan Puorro, Aaron Suttle, and Alison True

MUSIC
Aaron Burgess, MM ’18, conductor
Graduates

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Joseph P. Bakos .......................... MBA, Business Administration
Brian T. Borders .......................... MBA, Business Administration
Paris Rebecca Buckner .................. MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Brett L. Budzak ......................... MS, Accounting
Grace Charlotte Cannon ............... MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Brian Coburn ........................... MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Mitchell Denman ....................... MS, Accounting
Brynn Elise Fielding ..................... MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Gabriel Roy Gomez ..................... MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Allison Page Hanafin .................... MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Alex Anthony Kosick ................... MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Noy Kremer ............................. MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Kelly Margaret Lamarre ............... MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Matthew Cory Mastrangelo .......... MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Zhaxi Qucuo ............................ MS, Accounting
James Patrick Roefs ................. MS, Accounting
Michael A. Saccoento ................. MBA, Professional Accountancy
Andrew Son ................................ MS, Accounting
Jas Spearman ............................ MBA, Entertainment and Media Management
Jenelle Whalon .......................... MS, Accounting
Tanner Winslow ......................... MS, Accounting
Zachary Jon Woodruff ............... MS, Accounting
Stanley John Zaneski III ............ MBA, Entertainment and Media Management

Cinthya Santos Briones .............. MFA, Image Text
Hyacinth G. Schukis .................. MFA, Image Text
Dale Small ............................. MFA, Image Text
John Smieska .......................... MFA, Image Text
Ebba Zajmi ............................. MFA, Image Text

SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCES AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Sabine Rain Adler ......................... MS, Occupational Therapy
Olutayo Samuel Akinboboye ........ DPT, Physical Therapy
Sebastian De La Caridad Alderete  DPT, Physical Therapy
Grace E. Ambroze ....................... MS, Occupational Therapy
Ashley Olivia Santos Andrade  DPT, Physical Therapy
Kirsten Marie Andreasen ............ MS, Speech-Language Pathology (Teaching)
Nicholas J. Arpino ..................... DPT, Physical Therapy
Haley Katherine Ashton .......... DPT, Physical Therapy
Tatiana Erophete Kathleen AuPont DPT, Physical Therapy
Morgan R. Baker ....................... MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Zoe Emma Barker ..................... MS, Occupational Therapy
Meghan Lee Beahan .................. DPT, Physical Therapy
Cara L. Binaaxas ....................... MS, Occupational Therapy
Camellia Esme Bisignano .......... MS, Occupational Therapy
Jenelle E. Bleiler ..................... MS, Occupational Therapy
Natalie Anne Booth .................. DPT, Physical Therapy
Bridget E. Bosch ..................... MS, Occupational Therapy
Anna Bottino .......................... MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Alix Charlotte Boyer ............... DPT, Physical Therapy
Jennifer Lucille Brian .......... DPT, Physical Therapy
Jennifer Buckman ................... MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Brianna Marie Bussiere ........... DPT, Physical Therapy
Theresa Anne Butti ................. MS, Occupational Therapy
Jillian Denise Byrnes ............ MS, Occupational Therapy
Pedro Calado ......................... MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Liza O’Grady Caldicott .......... DPT, Physical Therapy
Margaret M. Callery ............... MS, Occupational Therapy
Nestor Anibal Canenguez Soto DPT, Physical Therapy
Andrew James Cappadora ........ MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Christina Cammie Carden ........ MS, Occupational Therapy
Zhaofei Chen ......................... MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Lucy Elizabeth Chestler .......... MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Jae Hyuk Choi ..................... DPT, Physical Therapy
Leeann Christine Clark ............ MS, Speech-Language Pathology (Teaching)

ROY H. PARK SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS

Saxon W. Baird ......................... MFA, Image Text
Karine Baptiste ....................... MFA, Image Text
Raegan A. Bird ........................ MFA, Image Text
Caitlin Anne Borruzo ............... MFA, Image Text
Robert L. Contreras ................. MFA, Image Text
Eleanor Rachel Eichenbaum .......... MFA, Image Text
Nan T. Heyneman .................... MFA, Image Text
Cable Hoover ............... MFA, Image Text
Marissa Marie Jamartino .......... MFA, Image Text
K. Kovacs Kovacs .................... MFA, Image Text
Jared R. Lindahl ..................... MFA, Image Text
Hugo Leonardo Mendes .......... MFA, Image Text
Gallo Mantellato .................... MFA, Image Text
Will Matsuda ......................... MFA, Image Text
Erika Morillo ......................... MFA, Image Text
Michael Pop..... MFA, Image Text
Irit Reinheimer .................... MFA, Image Text

Nicholas Charles Cohen .......... DPT, Physical Therapy
Erin G. Connors ..................... MS, Occupational Therapy
Sarah Jane Corey ................... MS, Occupational Therapy
Mary Margaret Crawford ........ MS, Occupational Therapy
Emily Jean Cronan ............... DPT, Physical Therapy
Anna Elizabeth Crowell .......... DPT, Physical Therapy
Alyssa C. Crusey ................... MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Elizabeth A. Cusato ............. MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Matthew Darby ..................................MS, Occupational Therapy
Emily E. Davis...............................MS, Occupational Therapy
Olivia I. DeLaurentiis .....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Victoria May Della Pace .................MS, Occupational Therapy
Morgan Taylor DesRosiers ..............DPT, Physical Therapy
Anna Destino ...............................MS, Occupational Therapy
Zachary B. Detrick .........................DPT, Physical Therapy
Katie Anne Dick ............................MS, Occupational Therapy
Natalie Dispoto .............................MS, Occupational Therapy
Zachary F. Doig ............................DPT, Physical Therapy
Shannon McKenna Dolan .................MS, Occupational Therapy
Emily Drain ..................................MS, Speech-Language Pathology
( Teaching )
Stratton K. Drivanos ......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Amanda Rose Englerth .....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Charlotte Giovanna Ennis ...............DPT, Physical Therapy
Dante Alexander Ennis .................DPT, Physical Therapy
Kelsey Elizabeth Espenhorst ..........MS, Occupational Therapy
Richard Evans ............................DPT, Physical Therapy
Cassandra Lyn Fairbrother ..............DPT, Physical Therapy
Christina Fandaros ..........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Jennifer Tess Fenwick .....................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Julia Paige Fernandez ......................MS, Occupational Therapy
Kaylene Alexandra Fernandez ..........MS, Occupational Therapy
Emily A. Fleming ..........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Julia M. Ford .................................MS, Occupational Therapy
Rachel K. Ford ..............................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Anthony Fragnoi ..........................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Abby Frank .................................MS, Occupational Therapy
Samantha M. Fraser .......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Jessica L. Freeborn .......................MS, Occupational Therapy
Jessica Dawn Frittsch .....................MS, Speech-Language Pathology
( Teaching )
Alyssa Karina Frutos ..........................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Brianna E. Fusco ...........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Julia Victoria Fydel .......................MS, Occupational Therapy
Haley Elizabeth Gaffney .................DPT, Physical Therapy
McKensie E. Galusha ......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Andrew Scott Ganas ......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Camryn Mae Gessner .....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Amanda R. Giarratano .....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Shelby Sienna Goore .....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Shannon Taylor Grage .....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Peyton Amelia Greco .....................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Robert Douglas Greenwald ..............DPT, Physical Therapy
Breannah Marie Hade ....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Rebecca Hall ...............................MS, Occupational Therapy
Amanda Michelle Hange ..................MS, Occupational Therapy
Nora M. Hanley .............................MS, Occupational Therapy
Marissa Ann Harris ......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Joshua Held ...............................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Kelsey Lynn Hernon .......................MS, Occupational Therapy
Kay Marie Hickman ........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Emily Kathryn Holden .................DPT, Physical Therapy
Marissa Rose Holske .....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Haley Alexis Hosking ...................MS, Occupational Therapy
Connor P. Hulme .........................DPT, Physical Therapy
Kristin Ratsana Inthirakot ..............MS, Occupational Therapy
Sara Kirstin Jakobszewski ..........DPT, Physical Therapy
Natalie Ann Jetter .........................DPT, Physical Therapy
Allison Paige Karlin .....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Stephanie Hope Karlin .................MS, Occupational Therapy
Kendall Brooke Keil ......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Karlee E. Kesselring .....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Cassandra J. Kiechle .....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Nicole Renee Kimmell .................MS, Speech-Language Pathology
( Teaching )
Emma Jane Kinneary .....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Alessia B. Kleet ............................MS, Occupational Therapy
Courtney Rose Knapp .....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Jay A. Knoerlein ............................DPT, Physical Therapy
Natalie M. Kosir ............................DPT, Physical Therapy
Juliana Raye Kuss .........................DPT, Physical Therapy
Emly Kum-Yu-Tsao Kwan ...............MS, Occupational Therapy
Martha Elizabeth LaBelle Aslan ......MS, Occupational Therapy
Luke LaPointe .............................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Taylor Mackenzie Larkin ...............MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Sara Ann Lashinsky .......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Brianna Rose LaSita ......................MS, Occupational Therapy
Jillian Elise Leb ............................MS, Occupational Therapy
Jennifer Eleanor Lidwin ................DPT, Physical Therapy
Erin Shea Loonie ..........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Meghan Alexis Lopez .....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Courtney Taylor Marie Lowe ..........MS, Occupational Therapy
Nicolle Ruth Luftman ....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Emma A. Luke .............................MS, Occupational Therapy
Liam M. Maginnis .........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Kevin J. Mansfield .......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Lillian Marie Marcelonis ...............MS, Occupational Therapy
Vincent R. Marchese .....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Samantha Ann Marsh ....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Jessica C. Martinez-Peraza ............MS, Occupational Therapy
SoFia R. Martini .........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Maria E. Matkoski .......................MS, Occupational Therapy
Malcolm J. Mauro .......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Dylan McAllister .........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Aaron M. McCartney .....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Frankie Ann McCauley .................DPT, Physical Therapy
Sloan Kaitlyn McKenna ..................MS, Occupational Therapy
Nicoie Suzanne Menz ....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Sara Alexis Mester .......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Paige Migdon .............................DPT, Physical Therapy
Gabriella D. Mihale .....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Ellen Elizabeth Miller .................MS, Speech-Language Pathology
( Teaching )
Natalie Gram Milliken ..................MS, Occupational Therapy
Pamela Molyneaux .......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Jeffrey William Montgomery ............DPT, Physical Therapy
Keanna Morales ...........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Devon Rae Morris .......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Annika T. Morrison ......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Meshala Lee Morton .....................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Jake R. Mozer ............................MS, Occupational Therapy
Kathleen Patricia Mulkerin..............MS, Speech-Language Pathology
(Training)
Julia Marie Muller......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Sarah M. Muroski ......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Joseph Nally.........................DPT, Physical Therapy
Haley Vasile Nathan.....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Margaret Erin Nickerson..............MS, Occupational Therapy
Tanner W. Nielsen......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Margaret Nieto.........................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Courtney Elizabeth Nilsen.............DPT, Physical Therapy
Aislinn O’Connor.......................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Laura Marie O’Grady ...................MS, Occupational Therapy
Ejiroghene Augustine Okopie...........MS, Occupational Therapy
Chloe Ouellet-Pizer.....................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Pearl R. Outlaw.........................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Sabrina L. Pathammavong..............MS, Occupational Therapy
Mckenzie Adele Perkins...............MS, Occupational Therapy
Hope Mary Porrazzo....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Kate Quigley..........................MS, Speech-Language Pathology
Colleen Janet Rajotte...............MS, Occupational Therapy
Rachel Ratner.........................DPT, Physical Therapy
Lucy Nell Reid.........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Meghan M. Rutherford...............DPT, Physical Therapy
Allison Ann Ritting....................MS, Occupational Therapy
MacKenzie A. Ronan...............MS, Occupational Therapy
Juliana Ingrid-Metz Roof............MS, Occupational Therapy
Kelsey J. Rosenblum.................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Haley Brooke Rosenwald..............DPT, Physical Therapy
Sarah Anne Rudge....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Lauren Elizabeth Rudolph.........MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Serena Suzanne Rumplusch............MS, Occupational Therapy
Maia A. Rumsey.......................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Elizabeth Marilyn Ryan...........DPT, Physical Therapy
Jenna-Jon Ryan.......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Elyse Katheryn Ryden...............DPT, Physical Therapy
Marissa D. Sackett...................MS, Occupational Therapy
Jonmichael F. Salerno..............DPT, Physical Therapy
Emma Claire Schaefer..............DPT, Physical Therapy
Kaitlyn Rosemary Scott............DPT, Physical Therapy
Lindsay Michelle Scott.............DPT, Physical Therapy
Kaitlyn Marie Sevilla...............DPT, Physical Therapy
Zachary David Sheppeck........DPT, Physical Therapy
Juliana Nicole Sherlock............DPT, Physical Therapy
Emily E. Shifman.....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Mark A. Simonin.....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Nicola G. Siriani ...................MS, Occupational Therapy
Victoria Allyson Small...............MS, Occupational Therapy
Evan Connor Smith..................DPT, Physical Therapy
Joyce S. Smith.......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Penny Smith.........................DPT, Physical Therapy
Justina M. Snyder.....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Heather Paige Solomon...............MS, Occupational Therapy
Emma L. Somerville................MS, Occupational Therapy
Olivia Chapman Southworth........MS, Occupational Therapy
Dara Rose Spezial....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Adeliz Belaid Spiegler.............DPT, Physical Therapy
Samantha J. Springer..............MS, Occupational Therapy
Kristen M. Stanley....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Minos Kimon Stavrakas...............DPT, Physical Therapy
Elizabeth Jean Steele..............MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Kianna Stifler.......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Tara Elizabeth Leilani Stilwell.....MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Annie Stiver........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Shannon Stone.......................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Sydney Mae Strelec.................MS, Occupational Therapy
Anna Therese Sullivan.............MS, Occupational Therapy
Emily Perry Sutaria.................MS, Occupational Therapy
Elena Clare Tansley...............DPT, Physical Therapy
Laura Tarone.........................MS, Occupational Therapy
Caroline Brightwell Taylor.......MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Carley Nicole Teachout..........MS, Occupational Therapy
Ty A. Timmerman...............MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Christopher Edward Tinti.........DPT, Physical Therapy
Kelsey Colleen Tischler.............MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Kaileen F. Townsend...............MS, Occupational Therapy
Jennifer Tusino.....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Rachel A. Turberg...................DPT, Physical Therapy
Rachel Anneliese Valentino.......MS, Occupational Therapy
Erica Brianne VanNostrand.......MS, Speech-Language Pathology
Nicole Leigh Van Oort............MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Isabella Vitlin-Stein...............MS, Occupational Therapy
Molly M. Walsh.......................DPT, Physical Therapy
Cody Matthew Wamsley........MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Meghan Elizabeth Warren...........DPT, Physical Therapy
Morgan Terese Wawrzynek........MS, Occupational Therapy
Tyler E. Webster....................MS, Occupational Therapy
Carly G. Wellner...................MS, Occupational Therapy
Meredith Noel West...............MS, Occupational Therapy
Amanda Jane Wetmore..............MS, Occupational Therapy
Haley Emma White.................MS, Occupational Therapy
Marina Olivia Whitlow............MS, Occupational Therapy
Alyssa Victoria Wiegand.........MS, Occupational Therapy
Ariane B. Winkleblech..........MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Kelsey Erica Witzel.............MS, Occupational Therapy
Jessica Chelsea Wood.............MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
Camille Louise Wrege............MS, Occupational Therapy
Tiana Elizabeth Yarns...........DPT, Physical Therapy
Kelli-Anne Yorks....................DPT, Physical Therapy
Mary M. Yostpille.................DPT, Physical Therapy
Alexandra Michaela Zanni.......DPT, Physical Therapy
Michaela Hope Zeller...............DPT, Physical Therapy
Alana Rose Zendano...............MS, Speech-Language Pathology
(Teaching)
Tiani Chantelle Ziegler.............MS, Occupational Therapy
Sarah Janae Zirk....................MS, Exercise and Sport Sciences
SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Lesley J. Arsenault .................................. MAT, Agriculture Education
Bruce K. Avery ....................................... MAT, Adolescence Education
Mary Catherine Bello ................................ MAT, Adolescence Education
Lily Berghorn ........................................ MAT, Agriculture Education
Joshua David Brosnan ................................ MAT, Adolescence Education
Justine L. Cefalu ........................................ MS, Childhood Education
Kelly Nicole Douglas ................................ MAT, Adolescence Education
Sarah E. D’Urbano ..................................... MS, Childhood Education
KristiAnn Frank ....................................... MAT, Agriculture Education
Katherine Jane LeClair Gardner .................... MS, Childhood Education
Cole Herrmann ........................................ MAT, Adolescence Education
Christopher Janas .................................... MAT, Adolescence Education
Jenna E. Kain .......................................... MS, Childhood Education
Sydney M. Kay ......................................... MAT, Adolescence Education
Julia Nicole Kucza ..................................... MS, Childhood Education
Miller J. Lawton ....................................... MAT, Adolescence Education
Kathy A. Leydon ....................................... MS, Childhood Education
Carly Odell Marshman ................................ MAT, Agriculture Education
Emily D. Plummer ..................................... MS, Childhood Education
Angelina Michelle Randazzo ........................ MAT, Adolescence Education
Stephen B. Robertshaw .............................. MAT, Agriculture Education
Brady Evan Rogers .................................... MAT, Agriculture Education
Savanna Scott .......................................... MS, Childhood Education
Nicholas J. Thompson ................................ MAT, Adolescence Education
Paige Brittany Thorne ................................ MAT, Agriculture Education
Carolyn R. Wright .................................... MAT, Agriculture Education

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Elizabeth Rose Anderson ......................... MM, Music Education
Josh Ballinger ........................................ MM, Performance
Lauren A. Branch .................................... MM, Suzuki Pedagogy
Yu Ray Chu .......................................... MM, Suzuki Pedagogy
Cibelle Jenima A. Donza ........................... MM, Music Composition
David J. Fenwick .................................... MM, Performance
Kristen Emily Freriks ............................... MM, Music Education
Laura Marie Grube ................................... MM, Performance
Jiarui Han .............................................. MM, Performance
Brandon Christopher Hildebrant ............... MM, Performance
Thomas James Koo .................................. MM, Performance
Gabriel Thomas Leardi ............................. MM, Performance
Julianna LoBiondo ................................. MM, Conducting
Holden Joseph Maiorana ......................... MM, Music Education
Nathalie Crissela Mejia ............................. MM, Performance
Michelle E. Metty ................................... MM, Suzuki Pedagogy
Mary Kate Cecelia Mutze ......................... MM, Music Education
Claire Hayeon Park .................................. MM, Performance
Katherine Perkoski .................................. MM, Music Education
Cynthia Nicole Plant ................................ MM, Music Education
Clarissa Maria Prohaska ........................... MM, Suzuki Pedagogy
Patrick David Roche ............................... MM, Performance
Jamie E. Roscoe ..................................... MM, Music Education
Mike Salamone ...................................... MM, Music Education
Jacob Shur ............................................. MM, Suzuki Pedagogy
Comfort Grace Marie Smith ....................... MM, Suzuki Pedagogy
Michael Wesley Stern ............................. MM, Conducting
Abigail Strayer Sams ............................... MM, Performance
Christian W. Vallery ............................... MM, Performance
Xiangyu Wang ....................................... MM, Performance
Muci Ye ................................................ MM, Performance
Caroline Zanetti ..................................... MM, Music Education
Ithaca Forever

MUSIC  Philip J. Lang ’33
LYRICS  Alicia Carpenter

Ithaca, forever shine your light on me;
In my heart together we shall always be.
And here's to Ithaca, my Ithaca, how beautiful you are:
Your towers high upon South Hill reach from stone to star.

Ithaca, forever I'll recall a smile,
Clasp a hand in friendship, walk a snowy mile.
And here's to Ithaca, my Ithaca—alma mater true;
Although I leave Cayuga's shore, I'll remember you.

Ithaca, forever guide us on our way;
Like a shining beacon light our night and day.
And here's to Ithaca, my Ithaca, how bright your vision seems;
May all your sons and daughters dare to live their dreams.